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Introduction

A

n employer, or anyone administering health benefits for an
employer, needs to be aware of and stay on top of the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA)
provisions. COBRA is a collection of government regulations that
gives employees and their family members the right to continue
the health care coverage they enjoyed through an employer after
losing that coverage for any of a variety of reasons.
COBRA requirements are specific but haven’t changed much since
the law was passed in 1985.

About This Book
This book is for people who administer COBRA. If you’re one of
that honored group, this slim volume can help you understand
COBRA and your role in meeting its requirements. If you’re eager
to expand your COBRA knowledge and wonder where to head first,
check out these points:

»» Basics about what COBRA is and what triggers activation
of its provisions are covered in Chapter 1.

»» Chapter 2 explores money matters and the administrative
process of COBRA.

»» When to do what you need to do (to meet COBRA standards)
is the focus of Chapter 3.

»» Chapter 4 presents the requirements regarding paperwork
and touches on legal penalties that can be levied when
COBRA standards aren’t met.

»» Quick tips and an overview of the major COBRA provisions
are in Chapter 5.

Foolish Assumptions
For the purpose of this book, we assume that you’re involved
in administering COBRA benefits. You may work in-house for
your company’s human resources department, be a benefits
Introduction
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broker who advises employer clients on their health care benefits
offerings, or serve as a consultant who provides administrative
services for companies that choose to outsource human resources
obligations — or specifically COBRA obligations.
No matter who signs your paycheck — and we certainly hope
you’re getting paid to know about COBRA — you want or need the
information this book provides.

Icons Used in This Book
The icons in the margin serve to draw attention to specific information. The icons in this book and the type of information each
highlights are as follows:
The Tip icon gives you on-target information that can make your
job easier.

As you administer COBRA benefits, keep in mind these nuggets
of information.
Legal points and other information that illustrate a point, but
aren’t strictly necessary to understanding the topic at hand, are
highlighted with this icon. Skipping this info won’t impair your
understanding.
The Warning icon alerts you to behaviors or actions that are best
to avoid.

Beyond the Book
COBRA falls under the Department of Labor umbrella and is part
of the provisions of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA). For further information beyond what this short book can
offer, visit www.dol.gov/general/topic/health-plans/cobra.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Starting with some explanations
»» Determining when and whether to offer
COBRA benefits
»» Checking the coverage

Chapter

1

Exploring the Basics

T

he provisions of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (COBRA) dictate that employers who
offer their employees a group health plan have to give folks
covered by that plan the option to continue coverage after specific
events occur that cause them to no longer have health benefits
(such as losing a job or turning 26 and becoming too old to stay on
their parent’s health plan).
In this chapter, we shed some light on COBRA basics — what it is,
who has to offer it, and what it covers.

Explaining What COBRA Is
COBRA ensures that an employee covered under a group health
care plan through her employer has the option to continue that
coverage under certain circumstances — at least for a while and
as long as she’s willing to pay for it. A spouse, former spouse (if
covered at the time of change in status), and dependents covered
under an employee’s health care plan are also eligible for COBRA
continuation coverage.

CHAPTER 1 Exploring the Basics
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Recognizing governing federal law
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) is the federal law that determines the standards that private employers
must meet when it comes to retirement and health care plans.
COBRA provisions fall under ERISA regulations.
 mployees
In most cases, a company with 20 or more full-time e
that offers a group health plan must offer to continue that coverage
when a qualified employee leaves the company or otherwise loses
health care coverage. Check out the section “Noting the events
that trigger COBRA” for information about who qualifies for
COBRA coverage.
COBRA requirements apply only to health care coverage. Pension
plans, and other benefits unrelated to health care, aren’t subject
to COBRA. Some employers may offer extensions of other benefits
to departing employees, their spouses, or their dependents, but
that’s totally up to the employer.

Seeing what state regulations apply
Along with making sure you meet federal COBRA standards, you
need to be aware of any state regulations. Additional state regulations are referred to as mini-COBRA laws, and almost every
state and the District of Columbia has them. The only states
that currently don’t have mini-COBRA regulations are Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, Indiana, Michigan, and Montana.
State regulations can differ from federal requirements. For example,
state regulations may

»» Require standard continuation coverage to extend longer
than the 18 months mandated by COBRA

»» Have a lower threshold than the 20 full-time employees that

subject employers to continuation requirements under COBRA

Getting in touch with your state insurance regulatory office or
department of labor is your best bet to get accurate information
about what you need to do to stay on the right side of the law in
your state.
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Looking at When and Whether
COBRA Comes into Play
Knowing when and whether COBRA benefits kick in is pretty cut
and dried. The when and what are determined by federal and state
laws. All you have to do is make sure that you follow the laws.
A company that goes bankrupt or out of business faces special
challenges in efforts to continue health care coverage as well as
other benefits. Consult legal counsel or your benefits advisor to
determine what to do under these circumstances.
Whether your company must offer COBRA coverage is determined
by a couple of factors:

»» The company offers a group health plan. For COBRA

purposes, an employer can be a state or local government
entity as well as a company. Church plans are exempt from
having to offer COBRA benefits.

»» The company employs 20 or more people who worked

more than half of the business’s working days in the
previous year. The 20 employed people can be a combination of full- and part-time employees. You may have to do a
little math to determine whether your company has the
equivalent of 20 full-time employees, or 20 FTEs — full-time
equivalent employees.
For example, an employee who works part-time three days
a week counts as three-fifths of a whole, so if you pair that
employee with one who works two days a week, you can add
two-fifths and three-fifths and count one whole employee —
an FTE. The math may get a bit more complicated, but you
get the idea.

Under the Affordable Care Act, popularly known as Obamacare, a
full-time employee is one who works 30 hours per week.

CHAPTER 1 Exploring the Basics
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Considering Who COBRA Covers
Being qualified to buy into an extension of health care benefits
means either that

»» A person was covered by an employer’s health plan as an
employee.

»» A person was a spouse or dependent covered under an
employee’s plan.

Essentially, someone who qualifies for health care coverage in the
first place and was covered at the time of a COBRA-qualifying
event is eligible for COBRA benefits, too.

Noting the events that trigger COBRA
A qualifying event for COBRA is one that causes a covered person
to lose her employer-sponsored health coverage. Anyone covered
under an employer-sponsored health plan can lose coverage
under certain situations.

Listing qualifying events for employees
Sample events that make an employee eligible for COBRA benefits
include the following:

»» Being fired or laid off
An employee who’s fired for “gross misconduct” doesn’t
qualify for COBRA benefits. This is a high bar, so it’s best to
speak to your legal counsel or a benefits advisor prior to
making a determination to deny benefits.

»» Having hours reduced below the company’s minimum for
health coverage

»» Retiring
»» Switching employers
Triggering events for non-employees
Employees aren’t the only people who can benefit from COBRA
coverage. Anyone covered under an employee’s health plan —
a spouse, former spouse (if covered at time of status change),
or covered dependent, for example — can qualify for COBRA
extensions.

6
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A covered non-employee may qualify for COBRA when

»» The covered employee dies.
»» The covered employee qualifies for Medicare.
»» A divorce or legal separation from the covered employee
means that a spouse or dependent loses health care
coverage.

»» A dependent who was covered turns 26 and ages out of
being eligible under a covered parent’s plan.

Matching employee status with
COBRA requirements
What a difference a day can make. Someone covered under an
employer-sponsored health care plan yesterday, who experiences
a triggering event that causes her to lose coverage today, qualifies for COBRA benefits. (Check the preceding section, “Noting the
events that trigger COBRA” for qualifying events.)
An employee in good standing, which really means one not fired
for “gross misconduct,” can choose to pay to continue to be part
of the group health plan. Independent contractors, the company’s
agents, and company directors who participate in the group health
plan are entitled to COBRA benefits.

Extending to spouses and dependents
Spouses and former spouses who received health care coverage
through a covered employee’s health plan are entitled to COBRA
benefits when they lose health care through a triggering event.
Likewise, dependents (including children in the process of being
adopted) who have health care coverage before a triggering event
can extend that coverage under COBRA provisions.
A birthday can be a triggering event. Under current health care law,
a dependent can remain on a parent’s policy until she turns 26. So,
if a dependent loses health care coverage because she passed the
26-year threshold, she can continue coverage through COBRA.

CHAPTER 1 Exploring the Basics
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Considering What COBRA Covers
COBRA was enacted to give employees leaving a company for any
of number of reasons (see the preceding sections in this chapter)
the option to continue their health insurance coverage.

Making sure to include what’s required
COBRA applies exclusively to health care benefits. If your company sponsors a health care plan for employees, those benefits
must be offered to qualified people who lose coverage for any of
the reasons set out in the section “Noting the events that trigger
COBRA.”
The medical benefits that your plan offers must also be offered to
those who qualify for COBRA. These benefits include

»» Physician visits
»» Hospitalization
»» Prescription coverage
»» Surgery costs
»» Vision and dental coverage
»» Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
EAP benefits — confidential advice on dealing with work and
life stressors — are included as COBRA benefits, as long as
the program has trained counselors.

»» Money in a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA) or a
health care Flexible Spending Account (FSA)

An HRA is an employer-funded account used to reimburse
employees for qualified health care expenses.
A health care FSA allows a person who belongs to an eligible
health plan to set aside tax-free money to pay for qualified
medical expenses. An FSA may also allow tax-advantaged
money to be saved and spent for items unrelated to health
care, such as child care (also known as a dependent care FSA).
COBRA applies to health care FSAs but not to dependent
care FSAs.
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In order make use of remaining FSA benefits administered
by an employer’s health plan, the former employee must
choose to continue to belong to that health plan by signing
up for COBRA continuation.
A qualified person can spend the funds in a medical savings
account if she chooses the COBRA extension but can’t make any
more pre-tax contributions. However, if the plan is deemed a
High Deductible Health Plan, a participant can choose to make
post-tax contributions — and then deduct the contributions if
she itemizes at tax time.

Leaving out what isn’t covered
Many companies offer a wide range of perks and financial benefits, but COBRA covers only health care benefits and nothing
more.
Some of the financial benefits COBRA doesn’t cover include

»» Life insurance
»» Disability benefits
»» Dependent care FSAs
»» Health Savings Accounts (HSAs)
If a health care plan is supplemented with an HSA, a
participant can put money into an account tax free and
spend that money on qualified health care expenses or save
that money for retirement. But, because HSAs are owned by
the employee and aren’t actually health care benefits, they
aren’t included in continuation coverage benefits. When
COBRA benefits kick in, a participant can still spend the
money in the plan but can’t open an HSA or continue to
contribute to one through her employer. However, if a
participant is enrolled in a High Deductible Health Plan
through COBRA, then she may be able to open an HSA or
continue to contribute to an HSA directly through her HSA
custodian. You should also note that a participant may be
eligible to pay COBRA premiums or have COBRA premiums
payments reimbursed from her HSA.

CHAPTER 1 Exploring the Basics
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Just because COBRA doesn’t require the continuation of benefits
unrelated to health care doesn’t mean a company can’t offer
extended benefits through a third-party administrator (TPA).
These services, billed directly to the recipient, are transparently
called direct bill services. So, a retired employee may choose to continue to pay the premiums for a life insurance policy if she has
that option.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Gathering data about COBRA
participants
»» Giving information about COBRA
»» Knowing who’s responsible for what
information
»» Making sure payments are made
»» Finding someone else to administer
COBRA

Chapter

2

Administering COBRA

A

s a diligent administrator, you supplied information on the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA)
benefits in a Summary Plan Description (SPD) to every
employee when he first qualified for health care coverage. Now,
an employee or covered individual experiences an event that
makes him eligible for COBRA (Chapter 1 explains these events),
so you start a new round of information collecting and sharing.
In this chapter, you discover what information you need to gather,
what information you need to share, and how to handle collecting
and distributing premiums.

Collecting Information from Employees
You may already have all the information you need on an employee
who’s starting COBRA coverage. However, if the eligible person
is a spouse, soon-to-be-former spouse, or dependent, you may
need to get additional contact information.

CHAPTER 2 Administering COBRA
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CHECKING OUT COBRA
ALTERNATIVES FOR EMPLOYEES
Getting extended health care benefits through COBRA isn’t the only
option for someone losing employer-sponsored health care benefits.
In fact, only a fraction of the folks eligible for COBRA may actually
choose that option. A person who’s losing an employer-sponsored
health care plan may choose to get an insurance plan by

•
•

Joining a spouse’s health care plan
Finding coverage through the Marketplace at www.healthcare.
gov during a special enrollment period triggered by losing health
care coverage

•
•

Signing onto a new employer’s health plan
Purchasing individual insurance

When it comes to individual insurance, a third-party administrator
may offer services for employees to compare options and rates, and
choose what works best for their situation. Giving employees choices
and offering education on these options can help them make the
right long-term health choices for themselves and their families.
Also, keep in mind that an eligible participant has to actively choose
COBRA coverage within 60 days of receiving an eligibility notice, so if
you don’t get word that someone wants COBRA coverage, you can
record that detail and put his folder in the “Didn’t Choose COBRA”
file — or whatever you choose to call it.

Make sure you have up-to-date contact details. If an employee
is leaving the company for a new job or because he’s retiring,
he may be moving as well, and you need to make sure you have
updated contact information.
The information you need to have about a COBRA-eligible
employee, former employee, or family member includes

»» Full name
»» Birth date
»» Social Security number
12
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»» Relationship to the employee
»» Mailing address
»» Email address
»» The date of the event that triggered COBRA eligibility
»» The coverage for which he’s eligible
»» His method of payment and billing information
»» The date coverage starts
»» The date coverage ends
Set a system in place to keep current on any changes to a recipient’s contact or payment information. You can get in a heap of
trouble if you don’t keep accurate records. The fines the federal
government can impose are steep.

Sharing Information with Employees
When an employee becomes eligible for the employer-sponsored
health care that you administer, you give him an SPD that explains
the plan benefits, how the plan works, and his rights under the
plan. The SPD also lays out COBRA benefits and what triggers them.
Now, one of your employees — let’s call him Joe — is moving
to a different company. He’s covered under your group health
care plan, so he can choose to continue that coverage for up to
18 months as long as he pays for it himself. One of your first
responsibilities is to remind Joe about his options for COBRA
coverage (more on notification timelines in Chapter 3). You let
him know

»» His eligibility for COBRA coverage: The notice must be
mailed via USPS and needs to explain the following:

•
•
•

What COBRA coverage is
Why he’s eligible
What rights he has under COBRA provisions

»» His choices for COBRA coverage: COBRA options must be
the same as those offered to covered employees.

»» How to enroll: Include details on who to contact and what next
steps to take to sign up for continued health care benefits.

CHAPTER 2 Administering COBRA
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»» The date coverage starts and when it ends: Without any
extensions, an employee or former employee is eligible to
extend health care coverage for 18 months; a family
member typically gets 36 months if the qualifying event is
anything except an employee’s termination.

»» The cost of the health care plan and how to pay the

premiums: Inform those eligible what happens if they don’t
pay premiums when they’re due. If a COBRA recipient
doesn’t pay his premiums or pays them late, his coverage
may be canceled.

»» Who the plan administrator is and how to contact them:

The employer (or former employer) is the plan administrator
in most cases. A third party may manage COBRA benefits,
but the employer is the plan administrator, so be sure you
include direct and toll-free phone numbers and email
addresses for those responsible for plan administration
within the company.

You must provide potential COBRA participants with a lot of specific information, and you must present it in language “calculated to be understood by the average plan participant.” Lawsuit
judgments have included fines because the written notification
wasn’t easy to understand. See the sidebar, “Getting the wording
wrong,” for an example of a lawsuit based on what is and isn’t
included in COBRA notification materials.
To get the wording right, use the Model COBRA Continuation
Coverage Election Notice the United States Department of Labor
recommends at www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa (then type “COBRA
model general notice” in the search bar). The letter is several
pages long but contains all the info you need to convey to COBRAeligible folks. The Department of Labor also maintains a toll-free
number devoted to employee benefits at (866) 444-3272.
You’re responsible for sending written notices about the health
plan and any changes or updates to a former employee and
everyone else covered by his plan. If everyone is living at the same
address, you need to send just one notice. If covered spouses,
ex-spouses, or dependents live at different addresses, you must
send notices to all addresses.
You — or at least your company — can face severe and costly
penalties if you fail to give COBRA recipients timely notifications.
Chapter 4 talks more about legal issues and possible penalties.

14
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GETTING THE WORDING WRONG
Even nationally known companies can potentially get COBRA wrong.
In 2019, a food and beverage giant became the target of a class-action
lawsuit over the wording of its COBRA notification. Employees in the
lawsuit claimed that the COBRA notification wasn’t what it should be.
The suit claimed the notice

•
•

Provided insufficient explanatory information

•
•
•

Didn’t explain how to enroll in COBRA

•

Didn’t inform participants about what happened if they signed
onto another group health plan or became eligible for Medicare

Used complicated wording that wasn’t “calculated to be understood by the average plan participant” as required
Didn’t provide an address for premium payments
Didn’t explain the consequences of falling behind in premium
payments or failing to make payments

The suit hasn’t been decided yet, but it can serve as a cautionary tale.

Be aware — and make sure that potential COBRA participants
are aware — that COBRA participants can drop COBRA coverage,
but they can’t resume it. So if a COBRA recipient switches to a
plan he finds through the Marketplace but wants to come back
to the COBRA plan, that’s not an option. Even if a once-eligible
person experiences a second triggering event, he can’t continue
his health care through COBRA.

Defining Employer and Employee
Responsibilities
When it comes to COBRA, communication is key. And, as with any
successful system, communication is a two-way street. As well as
informing potential COBRA participants about the health plan, you
need to inform the health plan about the potential participants.

CHAPTER 2 Administering COBRA
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Keeping plan participants informed
As a plan administrator, you started communicating and keeping
records way back when the employee became eligible for health
care coverage. The initial information about health care plan
benefits should include details about how COBRA administration
works as well. And, of course, you update all plan participants as
provisions of any aspect of the health plan or COBRA changes.
The original SPD includes the name of the health care plan as well
as contact information — name, address, and phone number —
for someone who can answer questions. It doesn’t hurt to remind
someone facing a COBRA decision that he can make use of that
information.
When a qualifying event occurs, you need to provide potential
participants with the following information:

»» The reason the person is eligible for COBRA coverage:

This includes the reason the employee was terminated, laid
off, or had his hours reduced below the threshold for health
care coverage. (Chapter 1 lists all the events that trigger
COBRA coverage.)

»» The health care plan options available: Participants

can continue health care coverage — and only health care
coverage — through COBRA provisions. Participants can
also only continue coverage that was in force as an active
employee.

»» The cost of each option: Because many employers pay

some or all of the health care costs for their employees, the
costs of health care plans under COBRA can be quite a bit
more expensive than the person is used to paying. In most
cases, participants pay the full cost of the premium, as well
as a 2 percent administration fee.

»» A notification to the health plan: You need to notify the

health plan about new COBRA-eligible participants. Provide a
copy of this notification to the participant.

You must deliver this information via first-class mail to the last
known address on file. Keep track of when and where you send all
COBRA information.
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When COBRA coverage ends, be prepared to share notice of the
end date and the reason with the participant and with any thirdparty administrator.
When an eligible person elects to extend health care provisions,
you’re required to give him additional information:

»» When coverage starts: A person newly qualified for COBRA
coverage has 60 days from the date he’s notified of his
options to let you know he’s continuing his benefits. His
coverage starts the day he qualifies for it.

The first premium you collect from a COBRA participant may
be two-months’ worth due to the lag between when you
notify him about his COBRA options and his deadline for
deciding to opt in.

»» How long coverage lasts: Generally, an employee who

qualifies for COBRA can extend the benefits for 18 months.
Someone covered under the employee’s plan but not the
employee — a spouse or dependent, for example — can
receive coverage for 36 months under certain circumstances.
(See “Sharing Information with Employees” at the beginning
of this chapter, and check Chapter 3 for more on timing.)

»» How to opt into coverage: Let the employee know what his
next steps are if he chooses to extend his health care
coverage through COBRA.

»» How and who to contact about changes affecting COBRA
coverage: Be sure to include all the contact information
you have for the plan administrator and any third-party
administrator.

Don’t just send notifications; keep track of the notices you send
and the dates you send them. Be sure to save copies of those
notices as well for your company records.

Noting changes to COBRA benefits
As a seasoned benefits expert, you’re already familiar with open
enrollment. But you may not realize that COBRA participants
must also be included in the open enrollment process. Each year,
COBRA participants need to be offered an opportunity to change
their benefit elections — similar to active employees — because

CHAPTER 2 Administering COBRA
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they’re technically still under the group benefit plan and need to
be offered the same opportunity to make changes to their plans
as active employees.
Similar rules apply if an employer changes carriers. If the employer
decides to switch its medical benefits provider, for instance,
COBRA participants need to be offered similar coverage under the
new provider — the same as an active employee. Coverage under
this new carrier must be extended to eligible beneficiaries as well,
such as a spouse or dependents.
Adding a new arrival qualifies as a change. So, if a COBRA
participant has a baby or adopts a dependent, the new family

member can be added to the new carrier plan if the participant
notifies the administrator within the same timeframe required of
an active employee.

Keeping track of the paperwork
You know the three most important qualities for real estate:
location, location, location. When it comes to staying compliant
with COBRA regulations, the three most important qualities are
documentation, documentation, documentation. You need to keep
plan participants up to date on the provisions and changes to their
health care plan, and you also need to record when and where you
send every communication.
Policies and notices that you need to have on hand at all times
include

»» All the group health care plans you offer
»» The manual containing your health care continuation
procedures

»» Your internal audit process
»» Standard letters about continuing health care and COBRA
coverage

»» Information about any current and past lawsuits for failure
to provide COBRA options

»» All employees who became eligible for COBRA within the
last year

»» The employer’s federal and state tax returns for the past
two years
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You may be able to cut down on paperwork by having plan information available through your health care portal, as long as
participants have easy access to the portal. (Check with your legal
counsel to be sure of your obligations.)

Staying on top of information
from plan participants
Anyone receiving COBRA benefits is responsible for letting you
know of changes that impact COBRA coverage. A recipient needs
to let you know if he does any (or even all) of the following:

»» Moves to a new address
»» Gets married
»» Gets divorced or legally separated
»» Adds or subtracts a dependent
Subtracting a dependent doesn’t necessarily mean family
drama; it often means a young adult has turned 26 and
is no longer able to stay on his parent’s health plan.
The system you already have in place needs to include a prompt to
ensure that when you get notice of a change in health care status
or coverage, you update all the relevant information. If someone
got divorced, for instance, he or his covered spouse may have a
new address.
Inform your health insurance provider of any changes to participants’ statuses — a new baby, or a dependent turning 26 and no
longer on the insurance plan — whether the change affects their
coverage or not.

Assigning the Costs
Everyone knows that health care is costly. These sections cover
who pays those costs, and how, under COBRA regulations.

CHAPTER 2 Administering COBRA
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Meeting administrative costs
Your company pays administrative costs for the health care plan
or plans it offers. When it comes to administrative costs for COBRA
plans, a company generally has two options:

»» Pass the costs along to plan participants. You can add up
to a 2 percent administrative fee to the cost of premiums a
COBRA participant pays.

»» Absorb the administrative costs. Some severance packages
include paying administrative costs for those who elect
COBRA coverage. Some severance packages pick up the
whole tab for health care.

If the company is picking up the health care tab for a former
employee, you’re still responsible for keeping the participant
informed about plan changes, procedures, and policies.

Collecting premiums from recipients
In the vast majority of cases, the person participating in COBRA
pays his entire insurance premium. He may also pay up to a
2 percent administrative fee.
You can charge a participant the whole month’s premium regardless of his eligibility date. You’re free to prorate the first month’s
premium, but you’re not obligated to. It’s in everyone’s best
interest to make paying premiums as uncomplicated as possible.
Most folks are familiar with automatic deductions from a card or
account, so offering those options can make collecting payments
easy for everyone. The participant is responsible for making
timely payments even if he doesn’t receive a monthly bill. But,
it may save you a headache or two if you send “premium due”
notices anyway.
Late payments can put coverage in jeopardy. Let a late-payer
know that his coverage may end and the deadline for getting back
on track. Likewise, if a participant has missed payment due dates,
you must give him 45 days from the date the initial premium is
due and, generally, 30 days from the date any subsequent premium payment is due before canceling his health care. You must
notify the participant that his coverage has terminated as soon as
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practicable after the decision to terminate is made. Keep in mind
that in the event a COBRA participant becomes disabled within the
first 60 days of starting his COBRA benefits and qualifies for an
additional 11 months of coverage, you can charge him 150 percent
of his premium costs for those 11 months.
It may be useful to send a termination notice to a participant
when his payment isn’t received on the due date, and let him
know that his coverage will end when the grace period expires. Be
sure participants know who to contact and how to get in touch if
they have an issue with making a payment.

Outsourcing COBRA Administration
COBRA is complicated — there’s no arguing that. You or your
company may find it makes sense to outsource the paper pushing
and move the potential headaches to a third-party administrator.

Weighing costs and benefits
Hiring an outside firm to handle your COBRA benefits will certainly cost the company money — usually a percentage of the
money it collects from participants plus administrative fees. But,
the costs may be outweighed by the benefits, and you may be fine
with spending some money to avoid the hassles of administering
COBRA yourself.
Outsourcing COBRA administration eases the burden of

»» Understanding and adhering to complicated COBRA rules
and regulations

»» Dealing with former employees, some of who may not have
left voluntarily

»» Spending company time and resources on processes that
don’t benefit the company

»» Keeping the copious records federal regulations require
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Finding a reputable company
The best methods for finding a third-party administrator are the
tried-and-true ones you use for finding any new service:

»» Ask friends and colleagues for recommendations.
»» Speak with your benefits broker or consultant to find out if
he has COBRA administration partners.

»» Canvas professionals in business associations you belong to.
»» Scout professional rating organizations, such as the Better
Business Bureau.

»» Search the Internet.
»» Send out a Request for Proposal (RFP) to several of your top
choices to learn more about their organizations.

A company that provides COBRA services may do so along with
other human resources services or may specialize specifically in
COBRA.
Some of the issues to explore before signing on with an outside
administrator include

»» Defining where responsibility and liability for meeting legal
standards lie

»» Checking business ratings
»» Assessing the online, phone, and staff assistance available to
participants and to you
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Sending COBRA notices
»» Maintaining coverage
»» Finishing well

Chapter

3

Getting the Timing Right

T

his chapter lays out when you need to tell people about their
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA)
options, how long you’re required to provide coverage, and
ways to end COBRA coverage the right way.

Making Timely Notifications
Timing is everything. In the case of COBRA notifications, being
off in your timing can have serious and costly consequences in
the form of fines and possibly lawsuits. Use the information in
this section to keep on top of what COBRA information you need
to provide to whom and when.

Telling qualified folks that
they’re qualified
Life changes that make a person eligible for COBRA benefits have
a distinct start date. You know the date that

»» An employee leaves the company, voluntarily or not,

whether she’s changing jobs, retiring, or is terminated

»» A couple gets divorced or legally separates and the spouse of
an employee becomes COBRA eligible

CHAPTER 3 Getting the Timing Right
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»» A spouse and dependents lose health care coverage because
the covered employee qualifies for Medicare, or dies

»» A qualified dependent covered under a parent’s plan reaches
age 26

No matter the triggering event (they’re covered in depth in
Chapter 1), as plan administrator, you have 14 days from being
notified of it to do some notifying yourself. You need to let
COBRA-eligible folks know that they’re eligible, what benefits
they’re eligible for, and when and how to sign up for those
benefits. Chapter 2 goes into detail about the information you
need to provide.
If an employee becomes eligible for COBRA due to the negative
impacts of global trade, she may benefit from the Health
Coverage Tax Credit, which refunds 72.5 percent of qualified
premiums, including COBRA premiums. Find more information
at www.irs.gov/hctc.

Keeping third-party administrators
in the loop
Employers are required to keep health care plan administrators
in the loop about changes that affect an employee’s health care
status. So, if an employee’s hours are reduced or if she resigns,
retires, starts receiving Medicare, or is terminated, that information needs to reach the company’s health plan administrator
within 30 days. Such events generally trigger COBRA eligibility for
someone — the employee, her spouse, or her dependents.
But keep in mind that in most cases the employer and the COBRA
plan administrator are the same entity, so formal notice to a
third-party plan administrator isn’t required. Department of
Labor regulations appear to allow entities that are both employer
and COBRA plan administrator the full 44 days to provide notice.
Notification periods are counted in calendar days, not business
days. If an eligible person signs on for continuation coverage,
that coverage picks up immediately after her old coverage ends,
so there’s no gap in health care coverage.
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Continuing COBRA Coverage as Required
The key numbers in COBRA coverage are 18 and 36. These are the
number of months an employee or covered family member can
typically extend health care.
Eligible COBRA participants have 60 days to decide whether to
continue health care benefits. That 60 days is from the date of
the event that qualified them for COBRA, or from the postmark
date on the envelope containing the notice of COBRA eligibility,
whichever is later.

Granting an employee 18 months
of COBRA
An employee (usually a former employee) who leaves the company because she’s fired or quits can extend health care coverage
for herself and her family for a maximum of 18 months. See the
upcoming section “Extending coverage under certain circumstances” for info on exceptions.

Covering family for 36 months
Family members who get health insurance by virtue of being
related to someone with an employer-sponsored group health
plan can often extend COBRA coverage for twice as long as the
employee herself. In cases when the employee starts getting
Medicare or separates or divorces her spouse, her family members can attain 36 months of health care coverage in contrast to
an employee’s 18 months.
If a spouse and/or dependent becomes eligible for COBRA for any
reason besides the termination of the employee, then 36 months
is the standard length of time she can extend health care coverage
after a COBRA-triggering event. Check out Chapter 1 for a full list
of triggering events.
Exceptions exist even within government regulations. Be aware
that a covered spouse and dependents may not be entitled to a full
36 months of COBRA continuation beyond the date the employee
qualified for Medicare if the family was taking advantage of
COBRA provisions before that date.
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Extending coverage under certain
circumstances
COBRA participants may want to keep health coverage beyond the
18 or 36 months they’re initially entitled to. A participant may
apply to extend continuation coverage, and, in certain circumstances, you may be obliged to approve those extensions.
COBRA coverage can be extended if

»» The participant becomes disabled. If the COBRA

 eneficiary becomes certified by the Social Security
b
Administration as disabled within 60 days of qualifying
for COBRA, and remains disabled throughout the COBRAmandated timeframe, she can qualify for an additional
11 months of coverage.

»» The participant experiences a second triggering event.
Being subject to a second life change that qualifies as a
COBRA trigger means that a participant can extend her
continuing coverage for 18 more months.

The second COBRA-triggering event must be something that
qualifies as a triggering event in its own right. (See Chapter 1
for triggering events.)

»» The participant dies. A surviving spouse and covered

dependents can extend health care coverage for 36 months
after the covered employee dies.

Following Procedure When COBRA Ends
After a qualified participant signs up for health care continuation
through COBRA, you’re bound by law to keep her in the plan for as
long as she’s entitled to stay. A participant can keep her coverage
for the full time allowed by law — usually 18 to 36 months — as
long as the plan exists.
“As long as the plan exists” is a key phrase. If the company stops
offering a group health plan, notify COBRA participants that they
no longer have those benefits and must look elsewhere for health
care insurance.
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If the group health plan is no longer available that’s one thing,
but under normal conditions, you’re obligated to continue individual coverage until the end of a participant’s qualifying period.
You can end participation in the plan early under a few special
circumstances:

»» The participant fails to pay premiums on time. As with

any insurance, if you don’t pay on time, you risk losing your
coverage.

»» A covered dependent turns 26 and is no longer entitled
to be on her parent’s plan. Of course, aging out of a
parent’s plan is a COBRA-triggering event, so a 26-year-old
can opt to sign onto the health plan on her own.

»» The participant qualifies for Medicare. Having an

employee or spouse qualify for Medicare is a COBRAtriggering event for the employee’s family members.

»» In rare cases, the participant commits insurance fraud.
This is definitely grounds for early termination of COBRA
benefits, although fraud isn’t common.

If you’re ending someone’s COBRA benefits early, you must let
her know by sending an early-termination notice that spells out
the reason for the early end, the date coverage ends, and her
rights in this situation.
In some cases, you may be able to extend COBRA benefits beyond
the mandated coverage limit. However, extending COBRA benefits
may create additional issues and obligations to all health plan
participants. Say someone paying to extend health care benefits
receives a serious diagnosis near the end of her coverage period.
If you make an exception for her, you may create an obligation to
continue coverage for all employees or create additional qualifying events for other dependents.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Making the paperwork . . . work
»» Steering clear of legal hazards

Chapter

4

Staying Compliant
and Avoiding Pitfalls

T

he Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(COBRA) has many provisions, and knowing them all and
abiding by them all can be challenging. You may want to
consult an attorney who specializes in human resources and/or
employee benefits to make sure your procedures and materials
are up to spec. Alternately, you may want to hire an outside
administrator to assist you in fulfilling your COBRA duties.
This chapter fills you in on the paperwork to keep on file and
some of the legal issues to be aware of.

Staying on Top of the Paperwork
The title of administrator implies a lot of paperwork, and COBRA
regulations only reinforce that impression. You’re in charge of
keeping and sharing a whole range of documents — manuals,
procedures, letters, taxes. You name it, you need to keep a copy
of it.

CHAPTER 4 Staying Compliant and Avoiding Pitfalls
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Keeping policies and manuals current
As a COBRA administrator, you’re required to have the following
documentation available at all times:

»» The company’s group health plans: You keep copies of

your company’s group health plans as a good business
practice — of course you do. Keep doing that and keep them
updated as policies are tweaked. It’s not only good business
practice; it’s required by federal law.

»» The company’s COBRA policy and procedures: You may
need to refer to COBRA provisions from time to time, and
you need to provide that information for anyone with a
legitimate interest in it.

»» Copies of standard form letters: You send letters to
• Potential COBRA participants notifying them of their
COBRA rights

•

Active COBRA participants advising them of coverage
start and end dates

•

Participants who owe premiums or are delinquent on
their premiums

•

Participants to update them on any and all changes to
their health care policy or their coverage status

Keep copies of all standard letters and keep track of when
you send them and to whom.

Documenting tax and other legal filings
The company’s taxes are probably no more complicated than
COBRA rules and regulations. On the bright side, you don’t have
to prepare the company’s taxes to be COBRA compliant; you just
need to have the past two years of federal and state taxes available at all times.
As well as the taxes you file, you need to provide documentation
of your internal audit procedure. If the company has faced or is
facing legal action in connection with its COBRA practices, be sure
the details of those lawsuits are readily available.
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On another legal note: If an employee was denied COBRA coverage
because he was fired for gross misconduct, you must be able to
prove that the employee didn’t qualify for unemployment for the
same reason. Remember to discuss with legal counsel or benefits
advisors prior to denying coverage for gross misconduct.

Keeping participant records
complete and up to date
You communicate with COBRA participants all the time. You let
them know they’re eligible for COBRA, when their health coverage
begins and ends, how to pay their premiums, and where to find
answers to any questions — to name just the basic contact points.
It makes sense, and makes for peace of mind, to have systems in
place to alert you if your communications aren’t getting through.
It’s your responsibility to ensure that you have current, accurate
addresses for all COBRA participants.
The participant is responsible for letting you know when his contact information changes, but as you’re expected to keep accurate
records, put those “check here if this is a new address” boxes and
lines for a new address on all the forms you expect to get back. In
other words, make it easy for participants to keep you up to date.

Triggering Penalties
COBRA noncompliance may be more common than you think. In
recent years, several organizations have come under fire for not
being COBRA compliant. You can do your best to follow COBRA
regulations and still misread or misunderstand a 
regulation
or two — COBRA has a lot of regulations after all. Some firms
specialize in COBRA administration, and it may be in your best
interest to hire a third party to assist you with your COBRA
benefits.
If you discover that you’re not meeting a COBRA requirement, get
in compliance as soon as possible. Ignorance can work to mitigate fines, but covering up or willfully ignoring regulations can
increase penalties. Plus, fines are assessed per day of violation, so
as soon as you stop the fineable activity — or lack of activity —
the fewer days you have to pay a fine.

CHAPTER 4 Staying Compliant and Avoiding Pitfalls
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Your best option to avoid fines and penalties is to have a system in
place so you provide all required COBRA notifications and materials on time.

Developing a healthy fear
of federal fines
Notifying employees or family members that they’re eligible for
COBRA continuation is a legal requirement. Failure to let qualified
people know that they can continue their health care coverage
can cost you and your company dearly. In fact, failing to make
any required notification or to provide the proper materials and
information can bring unwelcome attention from law enforcement. You may be subject to fines including

»» Excise tax: Internal Revenue Service (IRS) excise tax of $100

a day per person or $200 per day if an entire family is eligible
and wasn’t notified

»» ERISA fine: Fines of $110 per day per person imposed for
violating the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) provisions

The feds impose a $500,000 cap on fines related to the IRS excise
tax, but you don’t want to reach that maximum. This cap doesn’t
apply to ERISA fines, however. Be aware that the cap may be lifted
entirely if you’re found to have knowledge of the violation and
continued operations anyway.
Clearly, federal fines can add up to serious money quickly.
A class-action lawsuit can cost exponentially more than even
excise plus ERISA fines (see the next section).

Running afoul of state
and civil sanctions
Federal COBRA regulations fall under the IRS and the Department
of Labor. If your state has what’s referred to as mini-COBRA
laws that address health care continuance, your state insurance
regulatory agency enforces them. We discuss mini-COBRA laws
in more detail in Chapter 1.
Class-action lawsuits are an increasingly popular tool that injured
parties use to seek compensation when they don’t receive timely
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COBRA benefits or timely notifications. Simply defending such a
lawsuit can cost at least $50,000 in legal fees before paying for
any judgment or settlement. Losing or settling a class-action suit
can cost even more. Some recent, expensive examples include

»» $1 million settlement: Employees sued a multinational

consulting, technology, professional, and outsourcing
corporation, alleging the company failed to provide COBRA
information to employees transferring back and forth
between the United States and India.

»» $1.3 million settlement: A major United States gaming

facilities company settled when a class-action suit charged
that only those who asked about COBRA benefits were
informed of them.

Individuals can sue for civil damages and be awarded money to
cover medical expenses and attorney fees on top of judgment
amounts.

CHAPTER 4 Staying Compliant and Avoiding Pitfalls
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IN THIS CHAPTER

»» Offering what you’re required to as long
as you’re required to
»» Keeping participants informed and
records up to date
»» Collecting the correct money and
avoiding fines
»» Recognizing COBRA triggers

Chapter

5

Ten Tips for
Administering COBRA

A

dministering the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Recon
ciliation Act (COBRA) isn’t for the faint of heart. This
chapter gives you ten tips (actually, we threw in an
extra — you work hard; you deserve it!) to reinforce key points we
talk about throughout this book.

Making Sure You’re Required
to Offer COBRA
Before you sign up for the potential hassles and headaches of
administering COBRA, be sure you’re required to offer continuing
participation in your health plan. To determine whether you’re
required to offer COBRA benefits, you must answer yes to all three
of the following questions:

»» Do you offer an employer-sponsored group health plan?
»» Do you employ the equivalent of 20 or more full-time employees?
»» Did you have the plan and the 20 employees for more than
50 percent of the days the company worked last year?

CHAPTER 5 Ten Tips for Administering COBRA
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Unless you answer yes to every question, you aren’t obligated
to offer COBRA benefits. Check out Chapter 1 for more in-depth
discussion about who needs to offer COBRA benefits, and don’t
forget to also check your state COBRA laws as well.

Keeping Good Records
The federal government requires that you have up-to-date
contact information on all COBRA participants. In addition, you
need to provide access to

»» Copies of all health plans and COBRA provisions
»» Form letters you send to let someone know of any of the
following:

•

She’s eligible for COBRA benefits, and here’s information
on the plans she can buy into.

•
•

Her coverage is ending on this date.
Her premium payment is late, and she may lose her
health care coverage (if applicable).

In addition to copies of form letters, keep track of when you
send each and to whom.

»» Relevant legal documents: COBRA lawsuit judgments
»» Employer tax returns for the last two years

When in doubt, keep a copy and record the date of every COBRArelated piece of paper that passes through your hands — whether
it’s virtual or a hard copy. And head to Chapter 4 where we address
all the paperwork to keep current.

Knowing the Events That Trigger COBRA
Life changes, especially work-life changes, often lead to COBRA
eligibility. For an employee, COBRA eligibility is triggered when

»» An employee’s hours are reduced so that she doesn’t qualify
for the health plan any longer.

»» An employee quits or is fired (unless she’s fired for “gross
misconduct”).
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An employee’s spouse and dependents have a few more COBRA
triggers:

»» The employee qualifies for Medicare. If her spouse and

dependents are covered under the employee’s policy, they
now qualify for COBRA extension coverage.

»» The employee and spouse divorce or are legally sepa-

rated. The formerly covered spouse is now COBRA eligible.

»» The employee dies. A surviving spouse and dependents
who were covered under the company’s plan can extend
that coverage.

»» A dependent covered under a parent’s plan turns 26 and
is no longer qualified for plan coverage. She is, however,
qualified for COBRA coverage.

Find more about COBRA triggers in Chapter 1.

Staying in Touch with COBRA Recipients
If a COBRA recipient changes her address or her marital status,
she’s supposed to let you know, but you’re ultimately responsible
for making sure you send information to the correct address.
You need to get in touch with COBRA recipients periodically. Some
of the reasons to get in touch with COBRA participants include the
following:

»» Notifying them of their eligibility
»» Letting them know of changes in the health plan
»» Informing them that a premium payment is late and puts
them at risk of losing coverage

»» Telling them coverage is coming to an end
If the health plan ends or the company does — as is, it goes into
bankruptcy or out of business — it’s your responsibility to inform
COBRA participants. For this and other notification responsibili
ties, head to Chapter 2.

CHAPTER 5 Ten Tips for Administering COBRA
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Knowing What You Need to Provide
You’re obligated to provide COBRA benefits to qualified employees,
former employees, and spouses and dependents of employees. The
health care plans you offer COBRA participants must be the same
as those you offer to current employees.
Chapter 1 lets you know the COBRA benefits you need to offer and
the people you need to offer them to.

Staying on Top of Deadlines
Any program subject to government regulation includes due-by
dates, and COBRA is certainly subject to government regulations.
Some of the deadlines to keep in mind are as follows:

»» 14 days: You have 14 days from the date of the triggering

event to let a qualified person know of her COBRA eligibility.

»» 30 days: Generally, you have 30 days to respond to changes
or address an inquiry.

In practice, remember that entities who are both employer and
COBRA plan administrator get the full 44 days to provide notice.
Chapter 3 explains timing issues in more detail.

Supplying COBRA for as Long
as Necessary
Typically, an employee or former employee can extend her health
care benefits for 18 months after qualifying. Her spouse and
dependents may get twice that, or 36 months.
Chapter 4 has more info on how long to offer COBRA.
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Realizing That a COBRA Recipient
May Be a Spouse or Dependent
Keep in mind that COBRA doesn’t apply just to employees. If an
employee qualifies for Medicare, divorces her spouse, or dies, and
if the spouse and dependents were covered under the employee’s
health plan, they can choose to stay on the company’s health plan
through COBRA provisions.
Check Chapter 1 for a complete rundown of triggering events.

Managing the Money Correctly
Typically, COBRA participants are responsible for paying their
own health insurance premiums — you’re just the conduit. You
can charge up to a 2 percent administrative fee as well. In some
cases, the company may pay an employee’s premiums as part of a
severance or benefits package.
If a participant falls behind in her payments, you need to let her
know that non-payment or delayed payments can jeopardize her
coverage. This topic and other money matters are explained in
Chapter 2.

Steering Clear of Fines
The most severe fines you can face from the Feds are for improper
notification. Be sure to

»» Notify possible participants on time.
»» Give them all the required information on their alternatives.
»» Inform them of when and how to participate.
»» Provide contact information for the plan administrator.
»» Use uncomplicated language.

CHAPTER 5 Ten Tips for Administering COBRA
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Check with your state insurance regulatory body for what prompts
any state-levied fines — and then avoid doing that.
Fines and how to avoid them are discussed in Chapter 4.

Turning to an Outside Administrator
Assigning the responsibility for notifying, keeping track of, and
otherwise administering your COBRA benefits to outside profes
sionals may be your best option. Firms that specialize in COBRA
itself, or human resources issues in general, can free up your
benefits employees to focus on work that directly benefits the
company.
Outsourcing is discussed in more depth in Chapter 4.
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